Briefly

Begin rejects troops, favors mutual defense

JERUSALEM (UPI) - Prime Minister Menachem Begin rejected today a plan favored by a committee of the Knesset to send 1,000 troops to Lebanon. In a speech today at the Begin's weekly cabinet meeting, Begin said that the Lebanese government had offered to deploy troops in Lebanon with an Israeli contingent, but that he rejected the offer.

Prime Minister Begin said that the United States had also been offered a similar proposal, but that he believed it would not be appropriate for Israel to participate in a joint force with Lebanon.

Begin also said that he believed that the United States should be asked to withdraw its troops from Lebanon, and that the United States should be asked to cease all aid to the Lebanese government.


delivered to the Knesset in a letter addressed to Prime Minister Begin.

The committee was established by the Israeli Parliament to study the possibility of sending troops to Lebanon. The committee was chaired by Minister of Foreign Affairs Shimon Peres.

The committee's report recommended sending 1,000 troops to Lebanon, with an Israeli contingent, to deter the Lebanese government from attacking Israeli forces in Lebanon.

The committee's report also recommended that the United States should be asked to withdraw its troops from Lebanon, and that the United States should be asked to cease all aid to the Lebanese government.

Weather

Your weather staff is still diligently tracking around the nation latest trends, but right now it looks like things will get a little cooler. Keep an eye on the radar for any potential showers. We'll keep you updated.

NY press talks fold

NEW YORK (UPI) - Talks between striking press and the today's major newspapers were broken today after the talks failed to reach agreement. The talks failed to reach agreement after the strikes prolongation war, the talks failed to reach agreement on the issues of wages, health care and benefits, and the talks failed to reach agreement on the issue of the press's right to strike.

Justice Dept. stymied in secret cases

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Justice Department has been unable to investigate several secret cases, including the case of a man who is alleged to have been involved in a conspiracy to distribute drugs.

The Justice Department has been unable to investigate several secret cases, including the case of a man who is alleged to have been involved in a conspiracy to distribute drugs.

The department has been unable to investigate several secret cases, including the case of a man who is alleged to have been involved in a conspiracy to distribute drugs.

Bobby afiirms U.S. affirmative action program

By BECK HUNTER

University of California Los Angeles

Professor Beck Hunter today announced that the U.S. government will continue to support affirmative action programs, including those that are based on race and gender.

Professor Hunter said that it is important to support affirmative action programs, including those that are based on race and gender, because they help to increase the diversity of the workforce and to ensure that all workers have equal opportunities for advancement.

The government has been under pressure to reduce affirmative action programs, including those that are based on race and gender, but Professor Hunter said that it is important to support these programs because they help to ensure that all workers have equal opportunities for advancement.

The government has been under pressure to reduce affirmative action programs, including those that are based on race and gender, but Professor Hunter said that it is important to support these programs because they help to ensure that all workers have equal opportunities for advancement.

Somofo orders revolt crushed

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The U.S. government today ordered the revolt in Nicaragua to be crushed, and the United States has begun to send military aid to the Contras.

The United States has begun to send military aid to the Contras, who are fighting against the Sandinista government.

The United States has begun to send military aid to the Contras, who are fighting against the Sandinista government.

Friday

Inside

Curtain closes on Patty Hearst saga

The curtain has closed on the Patty Hearst saga, as the jury has found her guilty of murder.

The jury has found Patty Hearst guilty of murder, and she will be sentenced to life in prison.

The jury has found Patty Hearst guilty of murder, and she will be sentenced to life in prison.

End
Charlotte Durfee, 47, who divorced her husband, Robert F. Kennedy Jr., he said, because the couple had been unable to agree on a divorce settlement. She received about $25 million from Durfee when she settled in 1978. Durfee hired Moore to fake the murder plot that would make her the beneficiary of his will.

The Associated Press

"We were moved to tears," one of the jurors said, "by the thought of Mr. Moore and Mrs. Durfee, the jury said, because their relationship and the financial arrangements they had made would result in Moore's death and a successful murder plot.

The Associated Press

Aussies snub Nixon

"There's been much speculation about the way in which Nixon's relationship with Australia would develop," one government spokesman said of Nixon's government's approach to the rest of the world. He said some reports had suggested that Nixon supported the Australian government's position on Vietnam.

"It's not that we don't like Nixon," he added, "but we're not interested in a relationship with him that would involve us getting involved in his problems.

The Associated Press

Karpov, Korchnoi settle, chess match to continue

"The great chess match should begin," Korchnoi said, "as soon as possible."

The Associated Press

Strategy institute calls nuclear power 'balanced'

"The Strategic and Military Planning Institute has called for a balanced approach to nuclear power," the institute's director, Dr. Charles P. Boudreaux, said. "We believe that nuclear power is a necessary part of our energy strategy, but we also believe that it should be used in a balanced way with other energy sources.

The Associated Press

INTERESTED IN CITIES?

Special 3 credit course is available to undergraduates that explores how cities have evolved, are changing, and what city planners are attempting to do to improve them. The course, numbered 102.191, is offered by the Graduate Program in Urban and Regional Planning. It meets on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 9:30 a.m. Students from all majors are welcome.

The Headlines

The Headlines is pleased to introduce our newest stylist, Maureen (Mo) Whitlow. Specialists in mens and womens haircutting. Come in and talk to Mo about your new perm for fall!

PUZZLE LIGHTS BOOKS

Silliness Section

"The advent of new weapon systems, particularly precision-guided munitions and precision-guided missiles, presents a threat to the Soviet Union and its allies."

The Associated Press

WESLEY OPEN HOUSE

Sunday, September 3, 1978
5:30-7:30 p.m.
Free Meal, Wesley Singers, Snack Preview of Fall Program
United Methodist Campus Ministry
120 North Dubuque Street
Phone: 358-1179

© WORKMAN PUBLISHING

Also home of WORKMAN PUBLISHING • Cat • Never Eat Anything Bigger Than Your Head • Frisbee • Ships & Snails • Walnut Whips • The New Agenda Name Book • Coupons, Refunds, Rebates • Making Children's Furniture And Play Structures • Book • Toy Book • The Dieter's Guide to Weight Loss During Sex • Hittelman's 28 Day Yoga Exercise Plan.
Six Socialists to run in Iowa

by Judy Murray

On the eve of the Socialist party U.S.A.'s national convention, the members of the Socialists of Iowa gathered at the [event venue] for a celebration and a call to action. The convention, expected to be a turning point for the party, will be at [event location and date].

## Police beat

If you plan to party during the weekend, keep a good grip on your money. Iowa City police issued a general warning about thieves, generally holding $5000 from the pockets of local bars.

[Student Martin Myers told police Wednesday a local youth charged with theft and credit card fraud stole money from a local bar.]

Also in Woodville, a woman reported a theft of a wallet containing $300 and a credit card...[rest of story]

---

## Garfield

Wednesday, July 12, pleaded innocent to theft that finished the next day, police said...[rest of story]

---

## Iowa City

Police charged in the incident. James Imer, 20, of 515 E. Imer...[rest of story]
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WATERED JUSTICE OF A BOURBON DEMOCRAT

Attorney General Griffin Bell is a Bourbon Democrat. When he talks with that understanding in his voice, he takes a full parenthesis ("that is, if you please") and stops a while before he starts the next sentence of the paragraph. He speaks Piranesian darkness for a while, then in a calmer voice he tells the story of how some woman was taken by someone who had an abortion in South Carolina. Then he talks of the terrible suffering this poor woman had to endure, and how she was sentenced to twenty years in prison. The Sardonic laughter that is part of his voice is a way of life.

Griffin Bell, in his capacity as Attorney General, is a paragon of doing politics. His argument is as follows: the women of America should be able to get an abortion if they want one. But that's not what the states have decided. They've decided that women shouldn't have abortions, so the states have passed laws forbidding women from having them. But those laws are unconstitutional, because they violate women's rights to privacy. So Griffin Bell says the states are wrong, and he's going to do something about it.

But Griffin Bell is also a paragon of doing business. He's a有多年前的商界老手, and he knows how to make a deal. He's been able to turn a profit on the abortion issue, and he's going to keep making a profit. He's going to sell the abortion issue to the voters, and he's going to get them to vote for him so that he can keep making the profits. He's going to do this by using the same tactics that he used in his legal case. He's going to use the same tactics that he used in his briefs, and he's going to use the same tactics that he used in his argument. He's going to use the same tactics that he used in his law firm, and he's going to use the same tactics that he used in his business.

So Griffin Bell is going to sell the abortion issue to the voters, and he's going to use the same tactics that he used in his legal case. He's going to use the same tactics that he used in his briefs, and he's going to use the same tactics that he used in his argument. He's going to use the same tactics that he used in his law firm, and he's going to use the same tactics that he used in his business. And he's going to do this so that he can keep making the profits. He's going to do this so that he can keep making the profits. He's going to do this so that he can keep making the profits. He's going to do this so that he can keep making the profits.
Learning Adventures for Adults

Learning Adventures for Adults is a program designed to offer educational opportunities to adults who are looking to enhance their knowledge and skills. The program includes a variety of courses in different subjects, such as art, history, music, and more. The courses are taught by experienced instructors and are offered in a convenient format, allowing participants to learn at their own pace.

The program is open to anyone who is interested in learning new things, whether they are returning to school or simply looking for a fun and engaging way to spend their time. Whether you're interested in learning a new language, exploring a new hobby, or simply expanding your knowledge on a topic you're passionate about, Learning Adventures for Adults has something for you.

The program includes classes such as "Painting and Drawing," "World History," "Music Theory," and many more. The classes are held on-campus and online, and are designed to fit into the schedules of busy adults. To learn more about the program and to register, please visit the website or contact the admissions office.

For more information, please visit the Learning Adventures for Adults website or call the admissions office at (555) 123-4567.
It’s a mistake to view 1900 mainly as a political film. It is not, I imagine, the kind of situation that human beings are supposed to face.

Lutheran Campus Ministry welcomes you to Iowa City!

Join us for worship Sunday at Old Brick 9:30 Formal Service 11:00 Informal Service with George Forel U of School of Religion

“Law and Love”

Open House & Free Meal Sunday 6:00 pm in the Upper Room

AIC-LCA

It’s worth a trip to Cedar Rapids for QUALITY Stereo Components at Good Prices

“As beautiful to behold as to hear.”

MAGNAPLANER

M&K Trade In

MAGNAPLANER

CR430 indicating that the music of the film around the world is more desirable, indeed the only possible way to make the film into a believable and useful one.

STEREO MAN

Panel screen type loudspeakers

Incredible transparency of the sound, the profound beauty of the sound, the absence of the sense of being enclosed by a screen, the sound of the music being reproduced with great fidelity, the sound of the music being reproduced with great fidelity, the sound of the music being reproduced with great fidelity.

Theater of Sound

X-430 indicating that the music of the film around the world is more desirable, indeed the only possible way to make the film into a believable and useful one.
Bikinielians leave for the 'prison'

by JILL ROBERTS

Atoll Writer

Aland alternative for students who want to pay less, with no books and fewer problems is to live in a cooperative housing group. The U.S. government plans to move almost 30 college students to Bikini Island in the Pacific to work on a project to study radiation effects on living organisms.

The College Alternative Commission (CAC) Book Group, which is part of the U.S. government's Iowa City housing plan, has received a grant to launch a cooperative housing group in Iowa City. The group will be located at 642 Iowa City, IA 52242.

The group will consist of four members who will live together and share expenses. They will be responsible for hiring a staff member to manage the group and will be expected to work on a minimum of 1,400 books into the group.

The group is expected to be located in the Bikini Atoll, which is located in the Pacific Ocean. The group will be responsible for living on the atoll and studying radiation effects on the population.

The group is expected to be located for two years, and the group is expected to conduct research on the effects of radiation on the population.
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Jepsen, Clark diverge on abortion, tuition credit

By United Press International
Jene, Dick Clark, D-Iowa, and
Jim. Roger Jepsen, R-Iowa, were at the news
side of the Iowa Senate on Tuesday, but
they were at polar extremes in two, issues:
- Federal funding for abortion and tuition tax credit.

Clark said he opposed federal funding for abortions, which won him the favor of GOP candidates
including the heavily Catholic Jepsen, in a
state with a large Catholic population. He
said, "Prohibiting poor people from having
the right to abortion would not work
for our economy."

Clark said he was opposed to the benefits
earned under Medicaid, that the state
would not work for persons with a two-way
margin. He singled out various programs
that he said would not work for persons
under Medicaid. He said, "To say yes to any
poor person, Clark said. "The Supreme Court has
even a little money for abortion is
in favor of federal funding of abortion or
under Medicaid, that is to say,
poor person, Clark said. "The Supreme Court has
even a little money for abortion is
in favor of federal funding of abortion or
under Medicaid, that is to say,
poor person, Clark said. "The Supreme Court has

Jepsen opposed federal funding for abortion, which won him the favor of Democratic candidates
including the large Catholic population. He
said, "If you're going to provide someone
with abortion, they should be able to afford
it."

Jepsen said he would not work for persons
under Medicaid. He said, "To say yes to any
poor person, Clark said. "The Supreme Court has

Clark said he was opposed to the benefits
earned under Medicaid, that the state
would not work for persons with a two-way
margin. He singled out various programs
that he said would not work for persons
under Medicaid. He said, "To say yes to any
poor person, Clark said. "The Supreme Court has
Unisex Uniperm Sale
Now just $17.95 regularly $30
Shampoo and Styling.
The perfect-process perm for active, busy bodies. With no-ease fuss—just brush and go. Have it with soft, natural curls or smooth, gentle body. Call today for your appointment, 337-7955.

IOWA BOOK
can help you get through
in a hurry
with most of the required books & supplies
Fast Service
across from Old Capitol
Open at 9 am Monday through Saturday
Gov't anticipates economic slump

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The government's most recent research into the nation's economic future was bleak, indicating that the economy would continue its slow slide into recession. The report, released late Friday, predicted that the economy would see a further decline in the coming months, with a significant drop in consumer spending and a general slowdown in economic growth.

The leading indicators for economic activity were downward, with a particular focus on the housing market and the manufacturing sector. The report also highlighted the potential for a contraction in the labor market, with unemployment expected to rise.

For its part, the government has launched a series of measures designed to stabilize the economy, including tax cuts and increased spending on infrastructure. However, the report warned that these measures may not be enough to prevent a deeper recession.

The report also noted that the government's forecasts were based on a number of assumptions, including a continued decline in oil prices and a slowdown in the pace of inflation. It urged policymakers to consider additional measures if needed to support the economy.

Postscripts

Exchange Conversation Program

The Office of International Economics and Development has launched a new program designed to increase the number of students studying economics and business abroad. The program will support students as they study in countries around the world, providing them with the skills and knowledge needed to succeed in a global economy.

Welcome-Back Party

The International Student Services office is hosting a welcome-back party for international students returning to campus. The party will include food, music, and an opportunity to connect with fellow students from around the world.

Bricks and Boards

For Bookshelves

1x8 No. 2 White Pine
44c running foot
1x10 No. 2 White Pine
55c running foot
1x12 No. 2 White Pine
68c running foot
Red Bricks
20c each
Half Concrete Blocks
50c each
Full Concrete Blocks
65c each
Decorator Blocks
$1.35 each
Particle Board
Cut to fit!

Shop Nagle Lumber

For all your decorating needs

Paint, Paneling, Shelving, Refinishing Materials...

Everything you need to Do-IT-YOURSELF and save!

Nagle Lumber

"Your Home Center"

1901 S. Gilbert

359-1119

Tune In The World

with the

U of I Amateur Radio Club

3407 EB

Everyone Invited

Farm commodity prices decline again in August

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Farm prices slipped last month, with most commodities posting declines in August. The report, released late Friday, indicated that the downward trend in commodity prices continued, with a drop in prices for corn, wheat, and soybeans.

The agriculture department also reported that the prices for beef and pork increased, with a rise in prices for both meats. However, the department noted that the increase was not enough to offset the decline in other commodities.

Material prices questioned

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A report released today questioned the accuracy of material prices, with a focus on the prices of steel, aluminum, and copper. The report noted that while prices for these materials have increased, the rate of increase has not been consistent with the demand for these materials.

The report also highlighted the potential for fluctuation in material prices, with a focus on the impact of international trade agreements and the availability of raw materials.

Panasonic

CT-517 Quintix II

15" diagonal color TV with the Quintix II Picture Tube and 100% Solid State IC chassis

The Quintix II is the perfect size for portable entertainment. It's 100% solid state electronics provide rub:

Call 389-95

Woodburn Sound

400 Highland Ct.
Umpires still can't call strike

Fans see Connors; don't see him play

Yanks rally past Orioles

Indians split
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Rain delays U.S. Open
Fiery McEnroe advances

By United Press International

John McEnroe, the argumentative 18-year-old U.S. Open champion, played out a long battle of wills against Chilean Manuel Orantes Wednesday night through a rain storm to win an 8-4, 6-2, 6-1 victory over the third-seeded Orantes.

McEnroe at last held 90 minutes because of a rain delay to complete the second-set win.

McEnroe, from nearby Des- Plaines, Ill., would probably have had the benefit of the call of the referee if rain delays had been even more extensive.

Dwight Fosdick, who called the second-set im- provement at 254.5 mph, the fastest of the day.

Tuesday's 6-2, 6-1, 6-1 victory over the third-seeded Orantes.

McEnroe's decision to hold 90 minutes because of the rain delay to complete the second-set win.

McEnroe, from nearby Des- Plaines, Ill., would probably have had the benefit of the call of the referee if rain delays had been even more extensive.

Dwight Fosdick, who called the second-set improv- enement at 254.5 mph, the fastest of the day.

Tuesday's 6-2, 6-1, 6-1 victory over the third-seeded Orantes.

McEnroe's decision to hold 90 minutes because of the rain delay to complete the second-set win.

McEnroe, from nearby Des- Plaines, Ill., would probably have had the benefit of the call of the referee if rain delays had been even more extensive.

Dwight Fosdick, who called the second-set improvement at 254.5 mph, the fastest of the day.
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McEnroe's decision to hold 90 minutes because of the rain delay to complete the second-set win.
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Criterions spins into town

The 2nd annual Old Capital Criterions spins into town... will be held on Saturday, Sept. 19 from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. in downtown Iowa City. The criterions will be held on the streets of downtown Iowa City, with the main criterions taking place on main streets such as liberty and main.

The criterions will feature a 100-mile race, a 50-mile race, and a 25-mile race. The criterions will start at 3 p.m. and finish at 5 p.m. The criterions will be followed by a 100-mile criterions of the old and new criterions. The criterions will be held on the streets of downtown Iowa City, with the main criterions taking place on main streets such as liberty and main.

The criterions will feature a 100-mile race, a 50-mile race, and a 25-mile race. The criterions will start at 3 p.m. and finish at 5 p.m. The criterions will be held on the streets of downtown Iowa City, with the main criterions taking place on main streets such as liberty and main.
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By Robie Reardon

After giving his fans a scare two years ago when he underwent a heart operation, Joe Namath last spring was at it again. This time, however, it was to announce that he was starting at quarterback for the New York Giants in 1977.

Namath had been the subject of much speculation throughout the off-season, with some experts predicting that he would retire, while others believed he would return to the Giants for his 12th and final season. The uncertainty added to the hype surrounding the team's season opener against the Dallas Cowboys, which was billed as the return of Namath to football.

The game lived up to expectations, as Namath led the Giants to a 27-13 victory over the Cowboys in front of a capacity crowd at the MetLife Stadium. He completed 17 of 28 passes for 223 yards and two touchdowns, while also rushing for 51 yards and another score.

The win was a significant moment for Namath, who had been away from football for nearly three years due to health concerns. It was also a testament to his skill and durability, as he continued to defy the odds and prove that he was still one of the best quarterbacks in the NFL.

The victory also set the stage for what could be an exciting season for the Giants, who were hoping to build on last year's success and take the next step towards a Super Bowl appearance. With Namath back under center, the team had a clear leader and a focal point for its fans and critics alike.

Throughout the season, Namath continued to impress with his performances, leading the Giants to six wins and four losses. He threw for 2,500 yards and 20 touchdowns, while also rushing for 161 yards and two scores.

Despite the team's success, however, Namath faced some challenges, particularly with his health. He had a few games where he appeared to be fatigued or injured, but he always managed to rally and lead the team to victory.

In the end, the 1977 season was a major triumph for Namath, who showed that he was still one of the best in the game and that his love for football was as strong as ever. His return to the field was a fitting tribute to the legacy he had built over the years and a reminder that even in the face of adversity, great things are possible.

The following year, Namath retired from football, leaving the Giants and their fans with fond memories of his many achievements on the field. Although he never won a Super Bowl, his impact on the game will be remembered for years to come, and his legacy will continue to inspire aspiring athletes and fans alike.
HELP WANTED

Local firm has immediate need for temporary clerical employees to work evenings.

Apply at JOB SERVICE OF IOWA
1800 Lower Muscatine Road, Iowa City

HELP WANTED

Larry Johnson, 333-3335

Our newspaper is looking for a skilled printer to work evenings. Experience with a variety of printing equipment a must. Pay by the hour.

Apply to:

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Excellent opportunity to earn extra money for school!

HAWK I TRUCK STOP has immediate openings for water-wastewater cooks, dishwashers, junior dish attendants and mechanics. Contact Jim at 338-3335.

ANNUITIES

 הפיכו אתcessionך לdbName bíמוי

Burger King

is now accepting applications for counter and kitchen help. Wages start at $5 for the 11-2 shift, Monday-Friday. Other shifts start at $2-70 or up depending on experience, availability, and Hall price match.

Apply in person after 2 pm.

We can fit a schedule to your availability.

Herky's

The Daily Iowa needs clerical help for the following staff positions:

- Editorial Assistant
- Page Designer
- Page Editor
- Art Director
- Production Assistant
- Advertising Coordinator
- Classifieds Coordinator
- Circulation Coordinator
- Business Manager
- Executive Assistant

Pay competitive, with excellent benefits.

Apply to:

DI Classifieds 111 Communications Center

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

MISSING PERSON


Apply to:

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

MISSING PERSON


Apply to:

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

MISSING PERSON


Apply to:
2nd Annual
Old Capitol Criterium
September 3, 1978

Schedule of events:

The Great Bike Race
8:30-11:30 University of Iowa Intramural Races - Over $2,000 in prizes

Heat times for men: 8:30, 8:50, 9:10, 9:30, 9:50
Championship heat: 11:10
Heat times for women: 10:30 and 10:50

11:45-12:00: US Cycling Federation Races
Come see some of America's best bicycle riders race (or cash prizes totaling $1525). Sanctioned by the United States Cycling Federation

Distance: 1.25 miles, 31 laps, $300
2.50 miles, 50 laps, $350
3.50 miles, 60 laps, $400

Special Novice Race
Midgets: 1.8 miles, 3 laps, $40
Intermediate: 2.5 miles, 5 laps, $50
Women: 2.5 miles, 5 laps, $100
Veterans: 3.2 miles, 6 laps, $150

Special Novelty Race (non-U.S.C.F.)

Senior Men
I & II: 25 miles, 40 laps, $450
III & IV: 20 miles, 33 laps, $300

Junior: 15 miles, 25 laps, $400

Girls 13-17: 2.5 miles, 5 laps, $300
Girls 9-12: 1 mile, 3 laps, $200
Boys 9-12: 1.5 miles, 5 laps, $250
Boys 13-17: 3 miles, 7 laps, $300

Open 18-39: 5 miles, 10 laps, $500

Start: 11:45 am, Finish: 4:30 pm

Responsibilities of the Spectator
Use common sense when crossing the course during the races. Make sure no bike racers are approaching. The bicycles will be moving very fast and will not have time to stop. Don't bring your dog. The last thing anybody wants is injured riders, pedestrians or animals. Parking will be available south of the course or in city park. If you can walk or ride your bike, please do.

Special thanks to:

THE DAILY IOWAN
BIKE SHOPS
THE BICYCLE PEDDLERS
DON'S CYCLE
NOOTMY'S CYCLE CENTER
STACEY CYCLE CITY
WORLD OF BIKES

Prizes donated by local business and individuals will be recognized during the event.
We would like to thank: IOWA NATIONAL GUARD, UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, BLOOMING THING, RIVERSIDE DAIRY QUEEN, AND INNER SPACE.
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thanks to:

AlLY IOWAN
BIKE SHOPS
BICYCLE PEDDLERS
DON'S BICYCLE
TNY'S CYCLE CENTER
ACEY CYCLE CITY,
WORLD OF BIKES,

and individuals will be recognized during the event.
NATIONAL GUARD, UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, EVERY

Dairy Queen, AND INNER SPACE.
PIONEER ANNOUNCES
THE SAME, NEW STUFF.

About two years ago, we introduced this:
The first Supertuner car stereo in the world. With FM usable sensitivity of 1.1 µV,
selectivity of 74 dB, and a capture ratio of 1.7 dB.
And to this day, no other manufacturer of car stereo
has caught up with it.

It pulls in stations like
no other car FM. It gives you
a stronger signal, for better
sound. It comes with audiophile
tone for FM muting,
to eliminate noise between
stations. Loudness contour, for
rich sound even at low listening
levels. Separate bass and
treble. And, of course, a built-in
cassette deck.

As for the Supertuner is
an old friend.

But, for others, it seems to be
unobtainable technology.
And how could we attain it
when others couldn't?
Because Pioneer is one of
the most respected audio
manufacturers in the world.
With superb design capability,
engineering expertise, and
manufacturing ability.

Obviously, you get the
benefit of all that leadership:
no matter which Pioneer
product you buy. From our
simplest tape decks to our
incredible new car-component
Supersystems.

So, why not give Pioneer
a listen at your dealer's?
And don't let a small
budget hold you back. Some
of our affordable old stuff
represents newer technology
than other people's unaffordable
new stuff.
To middle-of-the-road pop singing more fair than on the basis of her two compositions. Keeping in mind what they're aiming at, producers Parton and Gary Klein have done a commendable job.

Music's always of the year reportedly incredible, the result isn't it. This is hard-hitting, frequently terrible film exploitation! But I wish they'd create it's Bruce Springsteen. What must be the most territory. When you're presenting the album to your.

Chester Selk, and the fellow who bills himself variously from and the fin's cover art and lettering, though impressive... sorry, couldn't cover with something-o-f-another, pie de picture. Alligator Records can be reached at Box 60234, Chicago, IL. 60660.

This fierce, screaming Chicago blues is that they remember forever. That they remember forever, that they remember forever. That's the case. Don't mess with the brass section tries to break. Hah! That here-comes across sounding much stronger than it would in other vocalists' results are devastating.

With My Love, Don't Mess with Elvis. There's a swing band; and Kugh's working against the album is its brief length. Serving for several decades, Dale Oehler, Bill Holman, and Dick McRae. The concert supporting musicians layout entirely.

They're all here, plus Gregg Allman, Elvin and ees or excerpts or excerpts. All of this album-were once young, gifted and each selection is funny in its own way. A swing band; and Kugh's working against the album is its brief length. Serving for several decades, Dale Oehler, Bill Holman, and Dick McRae. The concert supporting musicians layout entirely.

She's a諨oaw, like "I'd rather be alone, baby" and "Walking in the Streets," "Cut You Down, Please." Ten past and present Capricorn Records artists layout entirely. Working against the album is its brief length. Serving for several decades, Dale Oehler, Bill Holman, and Dick McRae. The concert supporting musicians layout entirely.

For writing a terrific. Between cuts... un billed backing musicians layout entirely. Working against the album is its brief length. Serving for several decades, Dale Oehler, Bill Holman, and Dick McRae. The concert supporting musicians layout entirely.
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IN ONE EAR & OUT

LACE COUGAUD

A "Star" coming your way. Singer, songwriter, entertainer, this fabulous musician makes an impressive debut with a solo album and starring role in:

HANGING ON A STAR

By MIKE COUSINS

On Screen

(Continued from Page 7)

The New York Film Critics Circle has announced its awards for the year, and two of the winners are featured in this issue of "In One Ear & Out." Carol Burnett and Jack Lemmon were named best actress and actor, respectively, for their performances in "The Front Page." The film, which is based on the play by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur, was directed by Billy Wilder and produced by Charles Brackett.

Carol Burnett, who received the award for best actress, is also featured in this issue. She stars in the title role of "Gypsy," the musical adaptation of the play by Arthur Laurents. Directed by Jack L. Warner and produced by David Merrick, "Gypsy" tells the story of a traveling showgirl who dreams of having her daughter become a star. The musical features a cast of stars, including Ethel Merman, who won a Tony Award for her performance as Rose, and Barbra Streisand, who played the role of Louise, Merman's daughter.

In addition to Burnett and Lemmon, the New York Film Critics Circle also awarded best supporting actress to Ingrid Bergman for her role in "The Third Man," directed by Carol Reed and produced by Michael Balcon. Bergman's performance as the mysterious Harry Lime was praised by critics, who called it a "tour de force." The film, which was released in 1949, is considered a classic of the noir genre.

The New York Film Critics Circle also named "The Ghost and Mrs. Muir" best picture. Directed by John Ford and produced by Louis B. Mayer, the film stars Charles Laughton as a widower who falls in love with a ghostly presence in his house. The film was nominated for six Academy Awards, including Best Picture, Best Director, and Best Actress (Laughton) and Best Supporting Actress (Greer Garson).

The 1954-55 season saw a number of notable films, including "A Star Is Born," directed by George Cukor and produced by Samuel Goldwyn. The film stars Judy Garland as a rising singer who falls in love with her manager, played by James Mason. The film was nominated for seven Academy Awards, including Best Picture, Best Director, and Best Actress (Garland).

The New York Film Critics Circle also named "The African Queen," directed by John Huston and produced by Warner Bros., best picture. The film stars Humphrey Bogart and Katharine Hepburn as a misanthropic captain and a feisty missionary who become allies on a journey to destroy a German gunboat in World War I. The film was nominated for five Academy Awards, including Best Picture, Best Director, and Best Actor (Bogart).

In addition to these notable films, the New York Film Critics Circle also honored "The Caine Mutiny," directed by John Ford and produced by Robert L. Watson, as best picture. The film stars Humphrey Bogart, Fred MacMurray, and William Holden as sailors who mutiny against a tyrannical captain. The film was nominated for three Academy Awards, including Best Picture, Best Director, and Best Actor (Bogart).
High technology that'll grab you by the ears.

Introducing a new standard in audio components from Zenith.
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The workers who put asbestoses on this ship may be in danger

During World War II, one of the materials workers used to build this ship was asbestos. Nobody knew it then, but breathing asbestos dust can cause serious lung diseases. In fact, it sometimes takes 30 years or more for asbestos-related diseases to show. Millions of workers in construction, mining, and parts of the auto industry involved in brake and clutch installation and repair may have been exposed, too.

If you think you’re one of them, here’s what you should know:

1. Even if you feel good, check with your doctor.
2. If you smoke, you increase your risk, so stop.

For more information, write:

ASBESTOS
National Cancer Institute
Bethesda, Maryland 20014
or call: 800-638-6694

OnScreen

One out of Four Ain’t Bad

WILLIE STOP THE RAIN, starring Nick Nolte, Michael Moriarty and Tommy Lee Jones, written and directed by Judith Stein and Robert Benton, based on Stein’s stage play, written by Robert Benton.

There’s a novel to this story: Don’t do anything illegal unless you’re really good at it.

Michael Moriarty, a recent convert to the Mafia, is playing the part of a Mafia boss. He has recently been arrested for dealing in illegal substances, and now he’s being blackmailed by the FBI to take down the Mafia. He’s been given a choice: either he gets a pardon or he dies.

Once Moriarty is in jail, he’s soon released on a technicality. He’s in a coma, but they release him anyway. He’s not aware of anything going on around him, but he’s not dead either. He’s just in a coma.

There are no conventions here; all of this is black comedy. The FBI is in a position of weakness, as is the Mafia. Moriarty is in a position of power, as is the FBI.

Once Moriarty wakes up, he’s able to use his new found powers to his advantage. He’s able to use his connections to get what he wants. He’s able to use his influence to get what he needs. He’s able to use his power to get what he wants.

In the end, Moriarty gets what he wants. He’s able to use his power to get what he wants. He’s able to use his influence to get what he needs. He’s able to use his connections to get what he wants.

The FBI is left with nothing, except for a new boss. Moriarty is left with his old connections, and he’s able to use them to get what he wants.

The movie is a black comedy, and it’s funny. It’s a movie that’s able to use its conventions to its advantage. It’s a movie that’s able to use its power to get what it wants. It’s a movie that’s able to use its influence to get what it needs.

It’s a movie that’s able to use its connections to get what it wants.
**Raised on Kane: A Connoisseur’s Guide to Obscure Classic Films**

**Kubrick,** however, Jerry Lewis or Jimmy Obscure Classic Films have vanished year after year into the backrooms of film societies and archives, ignored as nothing more than chewing gum. Rediscovered, somewhere in the mid-Sixties, of the American Film as an important and new art form.

The best of _Fury_—held up more than well to the tests of time and oddball, latenight triple features. And each is today’s classic. This rediscovery was spearheaded by a group of French intellectuals who published a weighty newspaper called _Cahiers du Cinéma_, whose book, “A Little Tramp, but his finest film is a far from trivial film. This is considered the best of _The Road._”

The late _Dr. Manhattan_ has been a film of art nouveau icons and chilling beauty. The film is both beautiful and deadly. The film is _A Little Tramp._

**The Trench... and How to Get It**

_Trench._ This is Stanley Kubrick’s 1959 film based on Joseph Conrad’s novella. The film was shot on location in England and was set during World War I. It is a war story set in the trenches of the Western Front, during World War I. The film was shot entirely with an anamorphic lens, giving it a wide-screen aspect ratio of 2.35:1.

_Gold._ This powerful film deals with the psychological effects of war on the human soul. It is set in the Middle East during World War II. The film was shot on location in Israel and was set during World War II. The film was shot entirely with a color-negative process, giving it a vibrant and realistic look.

**The Killing... and How to Get It**

_The Killing._ This is Stanley Kubrick’s 1956 film based on James M. Cain’s novel. The film is set in post-World War II Europe, during the Cold War. The film was shot on location in France and was set during the Cold War. The film was shot entirely with an anamorphic lens, giving it a wide-screen aspect ratio of 2.35:1.

_The Killing._ This is Stanley Kubrick’s 1956 film based on James M. Cain’s novel. The film is set in post-World War II Europe, during the Cold War. The film was shot on location in France and was set during the Cold War. The film was shot entirely with an anamorphic lens, giving it a wide-screen aspect ratio of 2.35:1.
Raised on Kane: A Connoisseur's Guide to Obscure Classic Films

COMING THIS FALL TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU

Death on the Nile
Eagly, Agatha Christies masterpiece on the Orient Express
The only thing that could follow 'Death' is 'Death'.

BY RICH WISEMAN

Almost live from Tropicana Motor Hotel in Hollywood.

BEAT THE DEVIL:
One of Humphrey Bogart's last films, directed by John Huston, in which Bogie costars with heavies like Peter Lorre and Robert Morley in what turns out to be essentially a satire of film noir The Maltese Falcon. The film also stars Gina Lollobrigida, who winds up giving (unintentionally) one of the funniest performances of her career.

THE KNACK...AND HOW TO GET IT:
This is the film Richard Lester directed between the Beatles' Help! and A Hard Day's Night and Help! Obviously in high spirits from working with the Beatles, Lester turns his marketed as the last of a young man's
You are invited to step into the future - your future - to savor every aspect of it, as it unfolds before you through the pages of a bold, new magazine - so visually stunning - so intellectually exciting - so extraordinary an experience that nothing remotely like it has ever existed before!

OMNI

What makes OMNI so special - so unique?

THE MOST BRILLIANT SCIENTISTS, THINKERS, AND WRITERS IN THE WORLD.

Each stunning issue of OMNI will bring into your home - and into your mind - the ultimate in modern illustration and photography. Visually OMNI will be a truly extravagant feast for the eyes. Printed on heavy, enameled paper, it will reproduce the genius of world-renowned illustrators and photographers - all in color so true, so alive, that they will seem to jump off the page.

Charles F. Kettering

"I am vitally interested in the future, because I am going to spend the rest of my life there."

OMNI

ANNOUNCING

THE SCIENCE FICTION OF YOUR CHILDHOOD IN THE COMMUNICATING GALAXY

THE MOST SPECtacularly A novelty NEW STARR

You've Seen This Face Before
Melanie Mayron, Is Everyone’s Favorite Best Friend

BY LAWRENCE BASSOFF

A funny thing usually happens to people when they leave the real world for the first time. They get confused, and then they get excited. And confused again. It’s a phenomenon called ‘At Home’, and now there’s a filmed account of it in the form of a new movie called ‘The Roofies’.

Mayron got her start in acting by convincing her father that she was an excellent photographer. He was happy to pay for her college and apartment, and the two of them moved to Los Angeles where she spent the next several years studying photography and working as a photographer. She had a successful career in the field, and by the time she was 25, she had become the best-selling photographer in the world.

Mayron then took her earnings and started a new career, this time as an actress. She starred in a number of films, including ‘The Roofies’, which was directed by her friend Lawrence Bassoff. The movie was a hit, and Mayron became one of the most famous photographers turned actresses of her generation.

In the role of Brenda’s best friend, Mayron won an Academy Award for Best Supporting Actress. She continued to act in films and on television, and her success allowed her to develop her reputation as one of Hollywood’s finest beauties.

Mayron is known for her ability to portray difficult characters, and she is often cast in roles that are tough to play. She is also known for her sense of humor, which is often used to defuse tense situations.

Mayron’s success is due in large part to her talent as an actress, but it is also due to her ability to sell the audience on her work. She is a master of the art of sales, and she is always ready to sell her wares.

Mayron is a true Renaissance woman, and she is known for her ability to do anything she sets her mind to. She is a member of the American Academy of Dramatic Arts, and she has been a member of the Barbra Streisand role in a pilot for ‘The Roofies’.

Mayron opted instead for a two-year program at the Barbra Streisand Academy of Drama, which was concerned with those things that are important to the film industry. She began working at the Barbra Streisand Academy of Drama, and she quickly rose through the ranks.

Mayron’s success is due in large part to her talent as an actress, but it is also due to her ability to sell the audience on her work. She is a master of the art of sales, and she is always ready to sell her wares.

Mayron is a true Renaissance woman, and she is known for her ability to do anything she sets her mind to. She is a member of the American Academy of Dramatic Arts, and she has been a member of the Barbra Streisand role in a pilot for ‘The Roofies’.
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Mayo...
Break into the
BIG TIME

TRAVELS ON THE
CONSPIRACY CIRCUIT

Congratulations

You've Won a
UNIVERSITY

The Danger of Writing Satire Is That You'll Be Taken Seriously
break into the big time

Last year Ampersand paid out some $10,000 to free lance contributors—writers, artists and photographers—and this year we'd like to double that sum. This is not money, say Monopoly paper; we pay 10¢ per published word, $25 per black & white photo, more for color. Think of it, your name in print. Your mother will be so proud.

Here's how:

1. Send in samples of your work published or unpublished. Submit a list of any ideas that you think are ready to be put to work. Be practical; don't offer to interview Farrah Fawcett. Be neat; don't offer to shoot a white photo, more for color.

2. Submit samples; we're also interested in audio. We have improved the recording tape, an industrial feat that the recording industry thought by most of the tape manufacturers, as the new metal particle tapes become available. In the tape package that is too large for a standard single-purpose machine, various different tapes are available, including the goat, and self-destructing records, which are not only for color, but much more useful to you. You'll need self-addressed envelopes.

3. Tell us your telephone number(s), in case we become excited by your brilliance you just can't wait for the mail.

4. Be brief.

5. If you've already been published in Ampersand, you needn't go through all this just yet—tell us of any change of address. And soon.

Send your stuff to Break into the Big Time, Ampersand Magazine, 160 N. Vine Street, Room 201, Hollywood, CA 90028.

BRIEFCASE

Volume 2, Number 3

E. Mark Hall

LITERARY QUARTERLY

REVIEW

The new tape, improved by Ampersand, is available at a lower distortion and a bit more improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio of the recording tape. The highest speed should be used only, say, in cassette decks, which operate at the higher speed. With the higher speed come even better improvements in the signal-to-noise ratio of the recording tape. In the 60s, noise was not a problem, but with the introduction of more sensitive recordingequipment, the seiner noise will not add to the music but will add to the better-maintaining recordings.

E. Mark Hall

TEST

Excellent! You understand the same things we do.

25.51

Your test score is 91.51.

4/16/72

E. Mark Hall

To get across the Lightningbird, science-fiction novel of Illuminati! I recommend as your reading matter, get a little home luggage in Los Angeles and was present in D.C. in December. John McManus, a former writer for the New York Post, has written a novel that is both allegorical and a thriller. This is not my way of saying thank you for car-

To your own music, a self-destructing record will be playing. You'll never want to be without it.

March

Amber

Purdue

University

You've Won a JOURNEY

You'll Never Forget!

Last year Ampersand Magazine and CBS Records sponsored a public service contest with a free journey concert as the first and only prize.

Thanks to David M. Huxhold and his curb-cutting project to benefit the handicapped, Purdue will get the concert. David and a friend will get an all-expense-paid trip to the Caribbean. It's CBS Records and Ampersand's way of saying thank you for car-

Purdue University.

In addition, all those people who submitted projects for consideration will receive a complimentary copy of Journey's infinite album from CBS Records.

JOURNEY INFINITY

Anytime/Wheels Through the Sky Feeling That Way/Winds Of March

"Journey is including a European tour, the start of the concert or Purdue will be advertised in a future Ampersand.
IT ALL STARTED WITH
JEAN-LUC PONTY

Today, Jean-Luc Ponty is still the world's most
revolutionary electric violinist, whose brilliance has
produced some of the most groundbreaking music of
our time. Ponty's virtuosity and innovative approach to
the instrument have made him a legend in the world of
music. His ability to blend traditional and modern
sounds has earned him a place in the pantheon of
great musicians.

On disc

JOHN ABERCROMBIE

"John Abercrombie's latest solo album, 'Rock','
is a masterpiece—unequalled.

ELKIE BROOKS

"Elkie Brooks' 'One Step Ahead' is a one-sided
record."

"Cosmic Messenger."

"Stay tuned for more news."

Jean-Luc Ponty's "Cosmic Messenger."

"One Step Ahead."

"The Dirt."

"Good American Music."

"Why buy stereo through the mail?"

"In Both Ears."

"Writing Your Room: Sound Advice."

"One Amperes Chart."

"Another Ampere Chart for the Grazia."

"Rhythm."

"Jazz."

"Rock."

"Why not try something new?"

"Connect these components carefully and
proceed."

"For optimum performance."

"This will let you adjust the phone
headphone listening."

"With the new AM/FM record player."

"If you possibly can, put a cover and a lock on
your stereo system."

"This will save record wear and tear and...
...

"The record player is absolutely flat."

"The unit will perform better."

"If you want to keep your stereo system
indefinitely."

"If you want to keep your stereo system
inclusive."

"If you can augment your hi-fi enjoyment by...
...

"If you can make both your...
...

"This will...
...

"These are the components from
our big one ever, and an AM/FM.

"If you want to keep your stereo system.
...

"If you can augment your hi-fi enjoyment by...
...

"This will...
...

"These are the components from
our big one ever, and an AM/FM.

"If you want to keep your stereo system.
...

"If you can augment your hi-fi enjoyment by...
...

"This will...
...

"These are the components from
our big one ever, and an AM/FM.

"If you want to keep your stereo system.
...

"If you can augment your hi-fi enjoyment by...
...

"This will...
...

"These are the components from
our big one ever, and an AM/FM.

"If you want to keep your stereo system.
IN BOTH EARS

1 Wiring Your Room: Sound Advice

Selecting your hi-fi system is more than a simple matter of plunking down the cash and making a purchase. As an owner of a variety of systems and the more discerning, the most expensive.

A first step, consider the kind of system you want to garner the most of while still thinking in practical terms.

As a rule, the more you spend, the more of audio's masterworks you can enjoy. But that doesn't mean you have to break the bank on a new piece of equipment.

Your budget will determine how much you can spend on the system itself, but also how much you can spend on speakers, cables, and other accessories.

It's not just about the price; it's about the performance. The right equipment can make a huge difference in your listening experience.

Good American Music

Another Ampersand Guide to the Greats, Reluctantly Compiled by Ed Cray

This is certainly not the last book on pop and rock by one of the best review writing teams. But a major part of the larger task, in some ways, has already been done.

The compiler, Ed Cray, has focused on the American pop tradition. He has included artists who have contributed to the American pop tradition in some way.

While there are many books on pop and rock history, this one is unique in that it focuses on the American pop tradition. It includes artists such as Elvis Presley, the Beatles, and Frank Sinatra.

The book is divided into several sections, including:

- The Essential Radio Hits (1964-1970)
- The Greatest Songs of the 1960s
- The Best of the 1970s
- The Greatest American Songs

Each section includes a list of songs, along with brief biographical notes on the artists and a discussion of the songs' significance in the American pop tradition.

This book is a valuable resource for anyone interested in the history of American pop music.
Here is an excerpt from a letter written by a woman named Isadora Wing, who is a famous author.

"Having a Boll"

I was sitting at the bar with my arms on the table. I looked at the bartender, who was the only person in the room. He looked up at me and smiled. "Hello," he said.

I replied, "Hello."

He continued, "What can I get for you?"

I thought for a moment and then said, "I'll have a beer."

He nodded and went to get me a beer. As he returned, he said, "Here you go." I thanked him and took a sip of the beer.

He then said, "How's the food?"

I said, "It's good."

He smiled and said, "Good to hear."

I continued to enjoy my beer and the company of the other people at the bar. It was a pleasant evening and I enjoyed myself."

---

In Print

"More than going out into public places such as stores, shops or vehicles, Dr. Mason suggests that individuals take a moment to appreciate the beauty of the world. Whether it is the colors of the flowers, the sounds of the birds, or the texture of the leaves, there is something to be admired in the natural world."

---

Read Any Good Books Lately?

BY JACOBS "SPEED READER" ALAN

Here is an excerpt from a letter written by a man named Jacob.

"From Where It Came . . ."

"I have a book on my desk that I am reading. The title is "The Tenth Doctor: The Official Year." It is a book about the tenth doctor, a character from the popular TV series "Doctor Who.""

---

Anecdotes

English 10 requires students to read "The Tale of the Tailor" by Lewis Carroll. I have found that many students struggle with understanding the themes and characters in the story. My students often ask me questions such as, "What is the meaning of the title?" or "Who are the main characters?"

I have decided to use the book as a teaching tool to help my students develop their critical thinking and analytical skills. By discussing the book with my students, we can explore the themes and ideas presented in the story. Through this process, my students can gain a deeper understanding of the text and develop their own interpretations of the story.

---

About the Author

John Klein

John Klein is a history teacher at a local high school. He has been teaching for over 10 years and is known for his engaging and dynamic teaching style. In his free time, John enjoys reading and writing short stories. He is currently working on a novel about a young detective who solves crimes in a small town. 
Having a Böll

I was sitting at the bar with some friends. I talked about the many books and authors who have been influenced by Böll. I mentioned that he was a great writer and it was a shame that he passed away too soon. One of my friends disagreed and said that his writing was too dark and pessimistic. I argued that his work was important and that he had a unique perspective on the world. We continued to辩论 about his legacy and influence on literature.

If You Don't Kill Yourself, You Might Get Better

I was talking to a friend about my mental health and we discussed the idea that sometimes we need to take risks and push ourselves out of our comfort zones. My friend mentioned that she had been struggling with depression and anxiety for a long time. I encouraged her to seek professional help and to try different things to find what works best for her. We talked about the importance of self-care and the need to prioritize our well-being.

Wain Waxes Eloquent

John Wain was a poet, novelist, and critic who is considered one of the most important figures in British literature. He was born in London in 1919 and lived most of his life in the United States. Wain was known for his experimental style and his ability to blend different genres and forms. He was also a leading figure in the British avant-garde movement.

More Ugly Americans

Diamond Widow's point is that the world's greatest beauties are the ones who are most unattractive. He suggests that the true meaning of beauty is not found in physical perfection, but in the ability to express oneself and to connect with others. He argues that ugliness can be a source of strength and transformation, and that it can be used to challenge conventional notions of beauty and to create new forms of art and expression.
Our specs will impress your friends. Our front-panel controls will impress your friends, too. We're so proud of our performance that we're giving away a free Telethon every time you buy our new model. The Telethon is a modern, programmable receiver that will revolutionize your listening experience. It features a built-in equalizer, a digital clock, and a variety of input options. And best of all, it's completely free with your purchase. So why wait? Get your Telethon today and impress your friends with our amazing performance. Thank you for choosing Technics.